
【NEW OPEN】WIRED CAFE and WIRED SPICE both open April 7th, 2017 in 

Nagoya JR Gate Tower!  
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On April 4th, 2017, Peoples Inc. (Shibuya, Tokyo; President 
Shujiro Kusumoto) opens two branches of the WIRED CAFÉ 
brand in the JR Gate Tower building: WIRED CAFE Nagoya JR 
Gate Tower Branch and WIRED SPICE Nagoya JR Gate Tower 
Branch.	
	 

WIRED CAFE Nagoya gate tower marks the first installment of the WIRED CAFE 

branch in the Tokai area while WIRED SPICE is a new challenge for the WIRED 

franchise which focuses on drinks and food that offer a diverse range of different herbs 

and spices. 

 

Up until now Peoples Inc. has mostly focused on expanding its stores inside of 

shopping complexes and currently operates around 24 different branches including but 

not limited to the WIRED CAFE brand. The opening of WIRED CAFE JR Gate Tower 

marks a new stepping stone for Peoples Inc. as they continue to speed up the 

development of the WIRED brand moving forward in the future. 

 

WIRED SPICE also presents a new challenge for the companies WIRED brand which is 

centers around highlighting a variety of lifestyles through its various brands.  

 

Following the WIRED CAFE philosophy, WIRED SPICE centered around creating 

new and innovative flavors drawing inspiration from the cuisine of the world. This new 



store and stores beyond will continue to meet the needs of our customers, create 

enjoyable experiences for our customers to participate in, and continue to evolve and 

grow the WIRED brand itself. 

 

 

 
Take a break from the rush of the city with a coffee or dessert or enjoy the different 

variety of foods provided in our lunch menu. Whether it be for dinner with long-time 

friends or a casual business meeting, WIRED CAFE can meet all your dining need at 

any time of the day. From WIRED CAFE’s signature set menu items to our photogenic 

deserts, we’ve got something for everyone. 

 

 
 

This counter stand style shop is the newest member of the WIRED CAFE brand and 

offers a menu centered around herbs and spices. This menu features a variety of small 

dishes, drinks, and desserts that are perfect for after work from our signature curry to 

the original house chai, we have created a completely new menu for this brand. All food 

items and drinks feature different herbs and spices that make each bite a new 

experience. 



 
＝＝＝＝＝ 

 

【WIRED CAFÉ store information】  
 

■ Name: WIRED CAFÉ Nagoya JR Gate Tower 

■Opening Date: April 7th, 2017 

■Address: JR Gate Tower 12F Gate Tower Plaza Restaurant Floor 

1-1-3 Mei-eki, Nakamura-ku, Nagoya, Aichi 

■Hours of Operation: 11:00-23:00 (Last Order: Food 22:00 Drink 22:30) 

■ Phone Number: 052-756-2805 

■Max Occupancy: 70 seats 
＝＝＝＝＝ 

 

【WIRED SPICE Store Information】  

 

■Name: WIRED SPICE Nagoya JR Gate Tower Branch 

■Opening Date: April 7th, 2017 

■Address: JR Gate Tower 12F Gate Tower Plaza Restaurant Floor 

1-1-3 Mei-eki, Nakamura-ku, Nagoya, Aichi 

■Hours of Operation: 11:00-23:00 (Last Order 22:00) 

■Phone Number: 052-756-2815 

■Max Occupancy: 34 seats 

＝＝＝＝＝ 

 

	


